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Automatic  gun-shooting  by  five  men  in  black  took  place  Friday  evening  22  March  in  the
Crocus City Concert Hall, attached to a shopping mall, at the outskirts of Moscow. The terror
attack preceded a concert.  The hall  was therefore crowded with people,  panicking for
leaving it. The assault was followed by a massive explosion. 

The official fatality as of 23 March stands at 133. Dozens of people were injured.
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The Islamic State (IS) – a CIA creation – claimed credit for the attack.

However, the political end of this attack is more complex.

On March 7, 2024, the US Embassy in Russia warned Moscow that a terror attack may take
place in Moscow within the next few weeks. No further details.

Is it one of the now fashionable “predictive planning” stunts? 

On the same day, the same US Embassy in Moscow warned US citizens in Moscow not to
visit shopping malls. How much did the US know?

Speculations  abound.  Was  this  an  empty  warning  to  destabilize  Russia  and  Russian
elections?

Or was it one more provocation to pull Russia into a larger conflict?

On the day of the attack, John Kirby, spokesman for National Security at the White House
said in a Press Conference that there were no indications that Ukraine had anything to do
with the attack. In early March Washington just had some indications that a terror assault
may hit Moscow.

“Some indications”? Why then the warning on the same 7 March to US citizens in Moscow
not to visit any shopping malls?

It could not be more obvious that a hidden agenda is being played by Washington – and,
may be added, by NATO and Europe?

Whether the Islamic State (ISIL), Al Qaeda or another CIA / MI6 terror creation – or even Kiev
directly — was involved in this mass-killing is irrelevant, because whoever acted, did so on
behalf of US / NATO and the West’s “Classe politique”. 

It is no coincidence that French President Macron practically simultaneously sends officially
2,000 French NATO troops to Ukraine. “Officially”, because western / NATO military advisers,
trainers and coaches for Kiev’s Nazi-military have been in Kiev for quite a while. 

Polish Foreign Minister, Radoslaw Sikorski, has called it an open secret that Western soldiers
are in Ukraine. German Chancellor Olaf Scholz said, “there are already some troops from big
countries in Ukraine.” See this. 

Crossing Russia’s Redline

This is clearly the crossing of President Putin’s Red Line.
Mr. Macron knows it, those who mandate the crossing of the Red Line, like the WEF and
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those dark Deep State Cult forces behind the WEF, know it – and Moscow knows that they
know it.

Is it a provocation to pull Moscow into a hot war?

And the Moscow Concert Hall assault being a doubling-up of the Red-Line crossing?

This  happening  in  the  Ides  of  March,  and  just  ten  days  after  the  confirmed  landslide  re-
election of President Putin on 17 March 2024. 

Ides of March is the day in the ancient Roman calendar that falls approximately on Mid-
March and is associated with misfortune and doom. The date is also known as the date on
which Julius Caesar was assassinated in 44 BC. 

Most US wars were initiated in March. Has it become a symbolic cult ritual of the west? 

“With the exception of the War on Afghanistan (October 2001) and the 1990-91 Gulf
War, all major US-NATO and allied led military operations over a period of more than
half a century –since the invasion of Vietnam by US ground forces on March 8, 1965–
have been initiated in the month of March.”

See: 

The Pentagon’s “Ides of March 2024”: Best Month to Go to War?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, March 01, 2024

It would perfectly fit into the Death Cult of the Great Reset (WEF) and the UN Agenda 2030,
which are currently plaguing humanity – worldwide.

There are other non-coincidences. The 24 March 2024 is the 25th anniversary of the 1999
US-NATO assault on Yugoslavia (Ides of March) – currently being commemorated by a three-
day Conference 22-24 March 2024, in Belgrade. 

The destruction and dismembering of Yugoslavia were also planned by a long hand.

After Josip Tito’s death in May 1980 (he served in several leadership positions of Yugoslavia
from 1943-1980), there were some lesser communist successors, who were vulnerable to
western  /  NATO  “pressures”,  and  let  what  was  a  solid  Socialist  Federal  Republic  of
Yugoslavia (SFRY) deteriorate, western-style. 
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In 1990 Slobodan Milošević, President of Serbia became de facto
President of the SFR Yugoslavia attempting to hold the federation together – which in the
ten  years  after  President  Tito’s  departure  was  financially  destabilized  by  the  west.  In  the
1990s  the  SFR  Yugoslavia  was  one  of  the  first  “cases”  where  the  World  Bank,  IMF
Washington Consensus was applied full-scale – indebting to destabilize, create internal
unrest – and divide.

Mr. Milošević was captured, detained at the International Criminal Court’s (ICC) prison in The
Hague. He was poisoned on March 11, 2006 in his prison cell – shortly before his scheduled
appearance at the International Criminal Tribunal on Yugoslavia (ICTY). 

Once  divided  with  constant  civil  unrest,  there  was  “justification”  for  western  rescue,  i.e.,
bombing Yugoslavia literally into bits and pieces – leaving what we have today, numerous
so-called independent former Yugoslavian Federal States – being economically and with
“sanctions” controlled by the west. 

This is the strategy Washington wants to apply to the Russian Federation – destabilizing it,
fracturing it, Regime Change, and then taking it over. 

Imagine: The world’s biggest riches in the world’s largest country, absorbed or subdued by
the (still) wannabe US Empire – and its European vassals.

It looks like the west wants a hot war with Russia, come hell or high water. Yes, it would be
hell for Europe – for the third time in just over 100 years, and three-times for the same
purpose – taking control of Russia, WWI, WWII and now WWIII? 

A war – possibly nuclear – of which nobody can predict the outcome. As President Putin
repeatedly said – there will be no winners, just absolute destruction. 

Under no circumstances will Russia allow a take-over by an arrogant, criminal west. With
Russian military’s far-superiority over US and NATO forces, this will not happen. 

In the current Middle-East scenario, western leaders are supporting and funding the Israeli-
Zionists,  literally  destroying  and  mass-killing  –  wiping  out  –  Palestine,  depicting  an
arrogance  blinded  by  the  zest  for  illimited  might,  possibly  driving  humanity  into  a
bottomless abyss. 

A cleansing of this genocidal western “superiority” may bring birth of a new civilization – an
evolution to a more spiritual and less material humanity.
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Featured image: Emergency services responding to the attack (Licensed under CC BY 4.0)
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